2015 Persona Non Grata Red Blend

“Very ripe and concentrated fruit flavors are framed by light oak spices in this full-bodied and round-textured wine. It has a generous mouthfeel, deep black-plum flavors and a good sense of richness…” J.G. Wine Enthusiast 12/18
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2015 Persona Non Grata Red Blend

“Another bargain leader from Jed Steele, one that pleases the palate and the pocketbook… Merlot, Syrah and Zinfandel each bring their primary profiles to the party, giving us a mix of red and black fruit, a little white pepper and orange zest, soft oak spice and a long finish with good push. Add some grace to your summer grilling with this one.” R.C. 6/26/2018 winereviewonline.com
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